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Consider a system A of partial or pseudodifferential operators defined on a 
region ~2 C Rn, having symbol a. Thus for each (x, <) in Q x R”, a(x, 6) is an 
operator on a finite-dimensional Hilbert space V, and A itself acts on V-valued 
functions defined on Q. We assume that the symbol is of class Sr in the sense 
of Hijrmander [5]. 
THEOREM 1. Suppose that for each (x, <) the operator a(x, 5) is nonnegative. 
The-n, in a suitable class of pseudo-dz&ential operators, there is a system 
B = b(x, D) such that B L B* and such that A dt&rs from B2 by an operator 
which is continuous on L~&2; V). 
An immediate consequence of this theorem is the “sharp Girding inequality” 
for V-valued functions on a compact set KC $2: there is C, such that 
R&h u> + CX II u II2 > 0, all u E gK . (1) 
This inequality is due to Hijrmander [4] is the scalar case (dim V = 1) and to 
Lax-Nirenbcrg [6] in the case of systems. 
The scalar case of Theorem 1 was proved in [3] by constructing appropriate 
“weight functions” to define a class of pseudo-differential operators which 
contained the operator with symbol (a + 1)lj2. The same approach is used here: 
The symbol b must be essentially (a + 1)lj2, and the aim is to show that its 
derivatives satisfy appropriate estimates in terms of a pair of functions @(x, 0, 
4(x, 5) which are “weight functions” in the sense of [l, 31 and which, therefore, 
define a class of pseudodifferential operators obeying the usual operational 
calculus. However, the choice of weight functions and the verification of estima- 
tes are subtler than in the scalar case. 
We may assume that a(x, E) > I for each (x, 5). Then // u-r I/ < 1 and 
II a-l II II a II 3 II III = 1, ~0 
1 < 4x, 8) = II 4x, 61-l II--l < C(f), (2) 
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where (E)” = 1 + 1 5 12. (H ere and in what follows, C and C,, denote constants 
which vary from inequality to inequality, and which also depend on the choice 
of a compact subset of Q to which x is restricted.) 
If f is a nonnegative C2 function on the line and if 0 < M < co, then 
Suppose u E I’. An application of (3) to (a(x, 6) u, U) considered as a function 
of xj , with M = CO, gives 
(%% u)” < C(au, u) II u Ii2 (0, (4) 
where a = a(x, 6) and a, denotes any first partial derivative in the x variables. 
Similarly, an application of (3) to (a(x, E) u, u) as a function of t9 with 2M = (5) 
gives 
(%U, 4” d C(au, u) II u II2 <‘w. (5) 
Let @(x, 6) = (.$J/2 d(x, e)‘j2 and 4(x, 6) = (&‘l” d(x, f)1/2. Then 
a#J = d = 11 u-1 II-l, a$-’ = (5). (6) 
The inequalities (2) imply 
(‘w2 < @ < w>, (E>-1’2 % 4 < c. 
LEMMA 1. @, 4 are wezght functions in the sense of [3, 11. 
Proof. Since:(u-l), = --a-%2&, inequality (4) implies 
((u-l), 24, u)” < C(u, u-54) 11 u-124 112 (4). 
Now (u-l), is selfadjoint, so (8) implies 
ll(u-l), II2 < C/I u-l /I3 ((> = Cd-2+-2. 
Similarly, 
\/(a-l)c II2 < Cd-W-2. 
(7) 
(8) 
It follows that @ = (&I2 II u-l /I- l/2 is locally Lipschitz in the x-variables, 
with Lipschitz constant which is of the order 
I/ u-l 11-3/2 ~I(u-~), 11 ([)‘/” < Cd1/2 (.f)‘/“c$-’ = Oh-l. 
Similarly, @ is locally Lipschitz in the &variables with Lipschitz constant which 
is of the order C. These estimates on the variation of 0, similar estimates on the 
variation of 4, and the inequalities (7) establish all the necessary properties of 
@ and 4. 
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LEMMA 2. The derivatives of the positive selfadjoint square root b(x, [) = 
0(x, t)l/* satisfy 
11 D,“D,Bb 11 < C,BdlRW+jWl if (4 8) f (0, 0). (9) 
Proof. Let r be the positively oriented complex contour bounding the 
trapezoid determined by the lines Re z = f Im z, 2Re z = d(x, t), and 
Re z = C(t) where C is sufficiently large. Then on I’ the distance from z 
to the spectrum sp(a) is O(l z I) (note that d = inf{t: t E sp(a)}). 
Now 
(24 DzaDE@b = 
s 
z~~~D~~D~Y, dz, (10) r 
where rz = Y,(x, e) = [zl - a(x, 01-l. The derivative Dv, = D,aD3c&z is a 
linear combination of terms of the form 
(11) 
where r(j) = (B(i), 4jN Z (0, 0) and C r(j) = Y = 0% 4 
Let s, = ri’2 and let w, be the unitary operator sz(s;‘)*. Then (11) may bc 
written as 
SZ [n 
w,s,*(Dy(j)a) s, 1 s, . (12) 
Since a is in 9, 
/I s,*DWzs, [j < C j x 1-l (f)1-a(i) 
= C 1 x l-1 (@,‘&l-N) < C 1 z I-1 d@-I+-IF (13) 
provided I r(j)\ > 2. When 1 r(j)[ = 1 we must use (4) and (5) once again: 
so 
(s,*aa4 4’ d C@v4 v) II s,u II2 <O, 
Now 
il sz*ags, II2 < II s,*~, II I x 1-l (5). 
s,*as, = f tlZ- t 1-l de, , w(a) 
where (e,) is the spectral resolution of a. The function t 1 x - t 1-l is bounded 
uniformly for z E r and t E sp(a), independent of (x, .$ (for x in a compact set). 
Thus 
Similarly, 
/I s,*ags, jl < C / z I-li2 (5) = C I z /-1/2d1/2+-1. (14) 
11 s,*ag, [j < C ( z j-1j2d1/z@-1. (15) 
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Now suppose that in the term (11) or (12) there are k factors for which 
1 r(j)] = 1 and m factors for which 1 r(j)] > 1. According to (13)-(15) the norm 
of the term (11) or (12) is dominated by 
Suppose 14 + IPI t 2, so that m + &k > 1. Then we may estimate the contribu- 
tion of the term (11) or (12) to the integral (10) by the integral 
This proves (9) when I 01 / + I /3 I 3 2. 
Note that if ( , ) is a hermitian form, it can be expressed as the difference of 
nonnegative forms ( , )+ . Then 
< (u, u)‘:” (v, v)‘:” + (24, up2 (v, v)!!“. 
With (u, v) = (+u, v) we have, by (4) and the polarization identity 
I(%% v>l” G c [(w 4 + (w @I II 24 IIII v II G-). (16) 
We now use for the first time the hypothesis that V is finite-dimensional. Let 
(uj) be an orthonormal basis for v such that auj = tjuj . When tj # tk , 
= [(24-l Jr .&2(x - t&l (z - t,)-l (u2u, , uk) dz I2 
= l[tj1’2(tj - tk)-’ + t;‘2(t, - tj’-‘]@&, &)I” 
= ($2 + tg2)-2 @,Uj , Uk)12. (17) 
A modified computation yields the same result when tj = tk . Inequalities (16) 
and (17) give 
Therefore, 
Similarly, 
11 b, 11 < C(.$‘12 = Cd1/2&1. 
I/ b, /I < C([>+ = Cd1/2@-1. 
This completes the proof of Lemma 2. 
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Remarks. The symbol b need not be in the class of symbols Si$1’2 defined 
by @, C (see [L 31), b ecause we may have jl b /I2 = Ij a I[ > j/ a-l 11-l = @$. 
Nevertheless the estimates (9) show that derivatives of b satisfy the appropriate 
estimates. Therefore one may calculate with the symbol b, using the usual 
asymptotic expansion [l, 31. 
The argument proving Lemma 2 also proves that a(x, 5)” is a symbol of class 
Sg$ for any p < 0. 
Proof of Theorem 1. As remarked above, we may assume a(x, I) > I. Let 
@, 4 be defined as above. Changing notation, we let bl = (a + 1)lj2. Then 
Lemma 2 shows that the formal adjoint Bl * of the operator Bl = b,(x, 0) is also 
a pseudodifferential operator with symbol b,# (which differs from bl by a symbol 
in S-1’2*-1’2). Let b = S(b, + b,#), so that b(x, D) = B = &(B, + B,*) is 
form:; selfadjoint. As remarked above, with a little care we may use the 
ordinary pseudodifferential operator calculus to calculate with these operators. 
The operator B2 - A is of order (0,O) in the calculus defined by the weight 
functions @, +. Therefore the same is true of (B,*)2 - A* N (B,*)2 - A. 
Then 
4(B2 - A) = (B, + B1*)2 - 2B12 - 2(Bl*)2 + C 
= -(B, - B1*)2 + C, 
where C is of order (0,O). Since B, - B,* is of order (-l/2, -l/2), its square 
is of order (-I, -1). Thus B2 - A is of order (0, 0), completing the proof. 
Remarks. As in [3], there is an extension of Theorem 1 to nonclassical 
symbols. Suppose that a is of order (I, 1) with respect to a pair of 
weight functions Y, 4 in the sense of [3], [I], or [2] (rather than a E 9). Suppose 
again that a(x, .$ > I. In this case let @ = d112(Y/#)112 and 4 = d112(Y/#)-1/2. 
Then essentially the same arguments show that ds, + are weight functions and 
that derivatives of b satisfy the estimates (9). 
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